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INFRASTRUCTURE BILL - (BASED ON 
SENATE APPROVAL 10 AUG 2021)  
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 $17B represents ~2.5 times our annual CW REG appropriation 
($7B). NOTE: of the $17B provided by the 2018 BBA USACE has 
obligated, <20%,in 3 years.

 Proportionally in Construction ($12B 4X annual appropriations) and 
O&M ($4B 2x annual appropriations). 

 Construction funds for FRM will target States affected by federally 
declared disasters over the last six years: AZ, CA CO, NM, NV, UT all 
have had a Federal FRM disaster since 2017. 

 O&M comes with implementation timelines: a) annual apportionment 
and b) $625M in short term repairs (<6 months). 

 Investigations $150M, can cover ~50 33 compliant studies.
 Regulatory $160M, annual apportionment.

As of 16 December 2016
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CHALLENGES TO EXECUTION OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING

South Pacific Division implemented a Regional Infrastructure Strategy Team to 
conduct a diagnostic Pre-Mortem exercise.

 Team comprised of multi-disciplines across all districts and division. 
 Reviewed a scenario of failure for an up-coming Infrastructure program.
 Listed anything that went wrong to cause such a failure.
 Reviewed the different modes of failure, categorize and analyze them. 
 Developed problem statements for top priorities. 
 Looked at strategies to avoid these failure modes/overcome roadblocks before 

they happen.
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115 failure points across 8 categories:  District/Division Processes, HQ Processes, 
Scheduling, Contracting, Staffing, Communication, Team Organization, & External 
Factors

As of 16 December 2016

District/Division Processes HQ Processes Scheduling Contracting Staffing Cultural/leadership/communication Team Organization External Factors

Didn’t share the load within the Division to help 
ensure adequate support from all Division resources 
regardless of what District the project is in.

Lack of Vertical team alignment on scope 
and inability to resolve policy issues in a 
timely manner, so lack of direction and 
clarity on how to proceed persists. 1

EARLY SCHEDULING - Didn’t establish all-
hands-on deck, multi-discipline teams of SMEs, 
up front to scope out projects and develop risk 
registers that identified potential pitfalls and 
how to avoid them. 11

REGIONAL TOOLS / CAPACITY - Didn’t 
work on getting additional IDIQ AE 
contracts on board in anticipation of the 
additional funding arriving. 1

STAFFING - Didn’t aggressively fill all 
vacant slots in the IMD to capitalize on 
in-house labor. 1

PRIORTIZATION - Lack of urgency for the 
projects (based on experience) - people saw 
it as "business as usual". 1

PDT MEMBERS - Didn’t allocate 
key PM’s / Lead Engineers / Lead 
Planners to focus on specific 
projects and not spread them too 
thin. 1

Elements out of our control -
inflation, cost of materials

Didn’t make a concerted effort to expediate existing 
studies and projects to get them off our plate before 
this additional work arrived.

HQ lack of nimbleness given new 
procedures and guidelines (902 or BCR or 
cost share or RE exemptions not previously 
implemented)

Didn’t spend more time up front, before 
funding is received, to really plan out the 
execution of O&M funding and evaluate in-
house capacity

Regional contracts were not coordinated

Lack of workforce to staff teams. We 
need to get more comfortable with 
Virtual/Remote employees because of 
the difficulties with hiring staff in this 
Region. Can we also look at rehired 
annuitants - can that program be 
expanded so we can bring back some 
experts?

TRANSPARENT COMMS - Lack of early 
communication of challenges to HQ - DPMs 
thought they could handle things, or weren't 
informed of the issues, or weren't clear in 
communicating to SPD all the implications of 
a situation

Don’t have the right PDT 
members - Inefficient use of 
Regional workforce, some staff 
not available in timely manner, 
not looking outside SPD for 
additional resources, trying to 
keep work for ourselves and not 
sharing at enterprise level. 1

CONTRACTORS - Shortage of 
suitable borrow. Large amount of 
projects requiring borrow 
sources…competing for same 
sources. Commercial sources 
may or may not be available 
(need to consider cost and 
timeline) 

LESSONS LEARNED - Lessons Learned/AARs were 
not reviewed; work is usually so busy you don't have 
time, but we need to make the time for such an 
important mission

HQ inability to manage another large 
competing priority (staffing, reviews, etc.)

Didn’t make a concerted effort, up front, to 
schedule attainable milestones and stagger 
projects so that there weren’t traffic jams, in 
specific disciplines, in the study / design / 
review process. 111

CONTRACTING V INTERNAL - Didn’t 
anticipate needing to contract out a 
significant amount of the new starts 
(planning projects / studies / PED).

Not enough Personnel to manage and 
staff PDTs and take on new projects and 
studies. (Added staff Bottlenecks.lack or 
priorities). 11

No prioritization – for management of risk; 
what fails first, what risks are tolerated to 
avoid failure. 1

Lack of sync with Project 
management and technical leads 
on study direction, level of detail, 
and clarity of direction for PDT.

Projects cost growth.

DECISION MAKING - Lack of "escalation" matrix for 
decisions - how long someone has to resolve an 
issue before it is escalated to the next level to be 
resolved (and the next, etc.) 1111

HQ Unwillingness to delegate decision 
making to MSCs and Districts during critical 
project phases (study milestones; study 
reports; contract execution [SCO 
engagement]; Real Estate and other 
Agreement changes or non-standard 
requests).

COST - Didn’t do appropriate / detailed Cost 
Schedule Risk Analyses (CSRAs) for projects to 
incorporate appropriate contingencies.

Didn’t contract out O&M work that the in-
house Ops teams would typically do. (With 
that much more work, OT isn’t going to cut 
it and a big portion needed to be 
contracted out.)

District level enterprises not structured 
to support a shot in the arm (think: 
support orgs are already spread thin too, 
not just PMs and planners and 
engineers.  Counsel, RM [cost share 
records; receipt of NFS funding; etc.], 
Real Estate, Safety.  1

We took the stance, business as usual, and 
didn’t put the urgency on this additional 
funding that was needed to execute it. This 
can’t be business as usual!! If we don’t use it, 
we will lose it.

Confusion on which teams and 
district were doing what. NFS inability to pay.

Decisions weren’t made at the right time or by the 
right person. 1

Movement of responsibility from SPD to 
LRD – I’ve only seen moves like this work 
when the problem is gross negligence or 
outright fraud.

Teams did not work together to establish 
realistic schedules - people made assumptions 
without understanding the full timeline for 
things. 1 1

Didn’t inquire about borrowing capacity on 
IDIQ contract from other Districts / 
Divisions.

Resource Challenges – don’t have 
required resources up front to hit the 
ground running. 1

Resource Competition between AJP projects 
and "regular" funded projects. What is the 
priority when everything is the 
priority? Also, is leadership communicating 
the priority? It doesn't feel good if your 
project is not #1, but every project cannot be 
#1. 11111

Right people were not on the 
PDTs.    

Contractors not available (too 
much similar work planned?) 11

Unable to take lessons learned and apply to other 
projects

If policy waivers are allowed, need to be 
fully embraced - found issues with last 
delegation where OC and certain silos 
didn't support the delegation

Didn’t adequately design or think though the 
potential construction challenges and assign 
contingency accordingly up front.

Districts felt the need to keep work in-
house instead of reaching out to private 
sector for support - may need to dictate 
contracting goals for design. 1

Division Staffing multiple new competing 
demands along with a large ongoing 
program

Too many commitments – Many projects 
within several programs (i.e., 
appropriations/authority types). High skill at 
identified the need/problem, but low 
awareness to organizing and implementing.
1

Didn’t ask for commitment to 
PDTs or help.  Natural disasters

CHALLENGES TO EXECUTION OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING
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As of 16 December 2016

SOLUTIONS TO EXECUTION OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING
Scheduling - Baseline Schedules Priorities Decision Making Staffing/Resources

Baselines schedules and risk registers were not 
sufficiently developed or understood by the PDT 
or stakeholders and did not include contingencies 
for scope changes.  As a result schedules were 
unrealistic.

Priorities were never set and 
communicated before we gave 
commitments thus priorities were not 
properly resourced and consequences to 
other projects/mission areas were not 
understood or mitigated. 

Decision Makers at appropriate levels (to include 
PDTs through leadership at district, division, and 
HQ) were not identified nor did they understand 
their authority, timelines, information/risk 
thresholds, and didn’t escalate when appropriate. 

Districts did not use all available means 
(people, tools, products, processes) to 
incorporate unconventional resources to 
execute mission or properly staff PDTs with 
trained staff, i.e., districts did not use rehired 
annuitants, local sponsor work-in-kind, term 
positions; districts failed to aggressively fill 
IMD slots; districts/division did not seek 
regionalization.

Hold initial meeting to include SMEs, senior 
experienced staff, all support functions, and NFS 
(where applicable) to assess staff capacity, 
schedule viability, and other resources needed.  
Provide PDBP refresher. Develop risk register to 
address assumptions, needs, potential scope 
changes, etc. Include feedback loop for vertical 
buy in if developed schedules do not meet initial 
requirements.

District and Division conduct tiered 
priority analysis across the portfolio, 
determine priorities and communicate 
expectations to everyone involved.  

Develop decision escalation matrix/guidance on 
decision making thresholds and timeframes.  These 
can be scalable based on project size, expertise of 
PDT, level of scope changes, etc.

Provide flexibility on direct charge rates for the 
Districts to hire in advance.

Establish and Identify PM as authority to arbitrate 
and make task level decisions at lowest level.  PM is 
accountable for diffusing conflict among technical 
leads and driving the PDT to make decisions or 
make recommendations to higher authority to 
elevate contentious decisions.  The right PM must 
be assigned to lead the PDT and PM is given 
authority along with responsibility and empowered 
by everyone up the chain knows and empowers 
PM.  

Establish Tiger Team to look at staffing and 
resources needed to execute normal workload 
and AJP work including where AE contracts 
should be utilized; analyze compatibility and 
develop database of staff and knowledge set 
within region including SPB staff. 

Establish Tiger Team to review processes and 
develop guidance where efficiencies can be gained 
and are acceptable based on size of project or 
program including identifying where risk registers 
aren't needed.  


Pre Mortem themes

				District/Division Processes		HQ Processes		Scheduling		Contracting		Staffing		Cultural/leadership/communication		Team Organization		External Factors

		1		Didn’t share the load within the Division to help ensure adequate support from all Division resources regardless of what District the project is in.		 Lack of Vertical team alignment on scope and inability to resolve policy issues in a timely manner, so lack of direction and clarity on how to proceed persists. 1		EARLY SCHEDULING - Didn’t establish all-hands-on deck, multi-discipline teams of SMEs, up front to scope out projects and develop risk registers that identified potential pitfalls and how to avoid them. 11		REGIONAL TOOLS / CAPACITY - Didn’t work on getting additional IDIQ AE contracts on board in anticipation of the additional funding arriving. 1		STAFFING - Didn’t aggressively fill all vacant slots in the IMD to capitalize on in-house labor. 1		PRIORTIZATION - Lack of urgency for the projects (based on experience) - people saw it as "business as usual". 1		PDT MEMBERS - Didn’t allocate key PM’s / Lead Engineers / Lead Planners to focus on specific projects and not spread them too thin. 1		Elements out of our control - inflation, cost of materials

		2		Didn’t make a concerted effort to expediate existing studies and projects to get them off our plate before this additional work arrived.		HQ lack of nimbleness given new procedures and guidelines (902 or BCR or cost share or RE exemptions not previously implemented)		Didn’t spend more time up front, before funding is received, to really plan out the execution of O&M funding and evaluate in-house capacity		Regional contracts were not coordinated		Lack of workforce to staff teams.  We need to get more comfortable with Virtual/Remote employees because of the difficulties with hiring staff in this Region.  Can we also look at rehired annuitants - can that program be expanded so we can bring back some experts?		TRANSPARENT COMMS -  Lack of early communication of challenges to HQ - DPMs thought they could handle things, or weren't informed of the issues, or weren't clear in communicating to SPD all the implications of a situation		Don’t have the right PDT members - Inefficient use of Regional workforce, some staff not available in timely manner, not looking outside SPD for additional resources, trying to keep work for ourselves and not sharing at enterprise level. 1		CONTRACTORS - Shortage of suitable borrow.  Large amount of projects requiring borrow sources…competing for same sources.  Commercial sources may or may not be available (need to consider cost and timeline) 

		3		LESSONS LEARNED - Lessons Learned/AARs were not reviewed; work is usually so busy you don't have time, but we need to make the time for such an important mission		 HQ inability to manage another large competing priority (staffing, reviews, etc.)		Didn’t make a concerted effort, up front, to schedule attainable milestones and stagger projects so that there weren’t traffic jams, in specific disciplines, in the study / design / review process.  111		CONTRACTING V INTERNAL - Didn’t anticipate needing to contract out a significant amount of the new starts (planning projects / studies / PED).		Not enough Personnel to manage and staff PDTs and take on new projects and studies. (Added staff Bottlenecks.lack or priorities). 11		No prioritization – for management of risk; what fails first, what risks are tolerated to avoid failure. 1		Lack of sync with Project management and technical leads on study direction, level of detail, and clarity of direction for PDT.		Projects cost growth.

		4		 DECISION MAKING - Lack of "escalation" matrix for decisions - how long someone has to resolve an issue before it is escalated to the next level to be resolved (and the next, etc.) 1111		HQ Unwillingness to delegate decision making to MSCs and Districts during critical project phases (study milestones; study reports; contract execution [SCO engagement]; Real Estate and other Agreement changes or non-standard requests).		COST  - Didn’t do appropriate / detailed Cost Schedule Risk Analyses (CSRAs) for projects to incorporate appropriate contingencies.		Didn’t contract out O&M work that the in-house Ops teams would typically do. (With that much more work, OT isn’t going to cut it and a big portion needed to be contracted out.)		District level enterprises not structured to support a shot in the arm (think: support orgs are already spread thin too, not just PMs and planners and engineers.  Counsel, RM [cost share records; receipt of NFS funding; etc.], Real Estate, Safety.  1		We took the stance, business as usual, and didn’t put the urgency on this additional funding that was needed to execute it. This can’t be business as usual!! If we don’t use it, we will lose it.		Confusion on which teams and district were doing what.		NFS inability to pay.

		5		Decisions weren’t made at the right time or by the right person. 1		Movement of responsibility from SPD to LRD – I’ve only seen moves like this work when the problem is gross negligence or outright fraud.		Teams did not work together to establish realistic schedules - people made assumptions without understanding the full timeline for things. 1 1		Didn’t inquire about borrowing capacity on IDIQ contract from other Districts / Divisions.		 Resource Challenges – don’t have required resources up front to hit the ground running. 1		Resource Competition between AJP projects and "regular" funded projects.  What is the priority when everything is the priority?  Also, is leadership communicating the priority?  It doesn't feel good if your project is not #1, but every project cannot be #1. 11111		Right people were not on the PDTs.    		Contractors not available (too much similar work planned?)  11

		6		Unable to take lessons learned and apply to other projects		If policy waivers are allowed, need to be fully embraced - found issues with last delegation where OC and certain silos didn't support the delegation		Didn’t adequately design or think though the potential construction challenges and assign contingency accordingly up front.		Districts felt the need to keep work in-house instead of reaching out to private sector for support - may need to dictate contracting goals for design. 1		Division Staffing multiple new competing demands along with a large ongoing program		Too many commitments – Many projects within several programs (i.e., appropriations/authority types). High skill at identified the need/problem, but low awareness to organizing and implementing. 1		Didn’t ask for commitment to PDTs or help.  		Natural disasters

		7		Districts did not reach out to counterparts in other Regions who had previous experience with something to see where the pitfalls were - need to establish networks where information can be shared, or forums where lessons learned can be discussed.  1		Projects being selected for the program by higher HQs that SPD did not submit for consideration. (ADDED)		 REAL ESTATE - Sufficient data was not obtained in a timely manner to make decisions -  Utilities, status of LERRDs 11		Delays in contract awards due to bids exceeding government estimates. 		HR limitations bringing staff on within 60 days.  		Tendency to keep looking for "yes" - when the answer should be "no."  If the project is not justified, we need to say so, instead of looking for other ways we can develop information to help the sponsor, like we did on Dominguez.		 PM Basics are missing.  Appropriate order of baselining is developing scope, then aligning budget and schedule to execute.  Supplemental LL – we were asked to provide project general scope and cost, then schedule was handed to us.  We needed to understand program requirements before we submitted projects to ensure we could be successful.  We are now chasing requirements (adjusting cost and scope to meet schedule in some instances) rather than managing to an aggressive yet realistic baseline. ALSO HQ Process, Scheduling, Communication		Pandemic

		8		Remained in district and technical silos and did not share lessons learned.				Original cost estimates were significantly dated and did not include sufficient contingencies.		Contracting Tools (timelines for MATOCS and AE IDIQs are long)		Lack of resources to staff PDTs particularly not enough planners, engineers, water managers.  1		USACE not willing to waive processes or accept risks.  11		Scope growth - good idea fairies		Lack of outside contractor resources. 

		9		Districts did not coordinate their needs - they looked at it as a competition for funding and didn't try to see where efficiencies could be gained if cooperation was used.				ENVIRONMENTAL  - Lack of understanding of environmental windows, and what's truly on the critical path that could be affected by that. 1		Contracting timelines and resource capacities. (ADDED). 1		Not enough time to staff up and put PDTs together for early involvement.  		Didn’t have clear understanding of the need. 		Project controls – there’s a lot of preparing and identification of need and “making” a schedule but not real mention of “running” a schedule. ALSO Scheduling, Communication		Contractor stretch for CA with capability with no thought to alternatives or other COAs.  

		10		Decisions were made at lower levels without understanding the full implications				Logical sequencing was not fully considered - what makes sense, not just try to do the highest priority all at once				Division inability to provide oversight for a large new program:		Drop dead dates weren’t known. (ALSO SCHEDULING)				Industry impacts – the entire nation is seeing an influx of funding.  Contractors are spread thin and can’t meet all demands.  Materials are in shorter supply due to COVID impacts. Prices increases and demands outweigh supply chain at the moment.  (Here in SPK, we are hearing from our largest AE firm we work with that they can’t take any more work right now because they are overloaded).

		11		Delays with BCOES Certification due to not being able to seek a waiver except for small projects below 150K threshold.  				Pre-coordinated projects done on the “eaches” – No vision for priority of contracting, or collection node office, resources. (staffing)						Competing priorities.  1

		12		Decision making authorities were not documented and understood.  We asked for delegated authority and didn’t ensure those with the authority had the proper training and knowledge to make the decisions and understand impacts and unintended consequences.  11				Lack of PCX involvement at early meetings, such as Charettes, to help develop scope and answer technical and policy questions early. PCX under resourced, too busy, not enough people.						Operation projects were not prioritized and didn’t compete well with new studies and major construction. 

		13		 Division didn’t delegate decisions to the District and difficulty avoiding micromanaging, especially with study development.				Risk Registers were not developed for implementation						Started off program with momentum using acquisition strategies but quickly faded into other priorities, lost focus and didn’t push program. 

		14						Lack of clarity on study process and requirements (including NEPA) such as need to convene scoping meeting to include resource agencies and Tribes within 90 days of study start. WRDA 14 – cooperating agencies (extension of PDTs but don’t see them this way). Teams don’t ask for data from resource agencies.						End of year priority focused on military missions/1 yr. spending projects/programs.  

		15						Lack of existing data within the study area (such as H&H and Geotech data) to inform early assessments of Federal interest						Managers are spending an inordinate amount of time feeding information up the VT Chain as a result of distrust of our ability to execute our programs. Briefings, prep sessions, issue papers, and meetings take up a lot of time and take time away from helping the PDT identify and resolve potential issues. 

		16						Baselines in general are not well documented or understood.  Basis for Change Management but without good baselines teams cannot identify the onset of change or how decisions can lead to project cost and schedule growth.  1						 Didn’t highlighting what risks we are mitigating or strategies implemented to solve problems.  Didn’t highlight our good news, mitigation strategies and way ahead over just reporting raw data on missed milestones and risk identification.  

		17						Delays in Engineering with providing cost estimating.  						 Leaders didn’t recognize that all projects have issues that must be resolved.  Didn’t foster an environment for our teams to communicate with us early, so they need to feel safe to tell us they are working on an issue without us overreacting and giving a slew of additional action items borne out of distrust of their ability to solve problems.  Early communication would have mitigated bigger problems down the line. Communication up and down the chain did not reflect full scope of problem to include what the PDT is doing to resolve and where they do or do not need help from the VT chain.

		18						Delays in obtaining environmental clearances.  						Specific requirements of the customer were not known to assist with preparedness and understanding 

		19						Real Estate obstacles.						Supervisory and management support for competing priorities

		20						Projects weren’t shovel ready.  Documentation and project re-evaluation requirements lingering. 1						Lack of program understanding early on

		21						Projects weren’t shovel ready due to lack of people and funding.  1						PDT and District leadership not achieving vertical alignment on how to implement RIDM which would allow the study to progress (what is the information needed to make the next decision rather than all the information we eventually need to have).

		22						 Delays obtaining as-builts and historical documents. 						Lack of clear direction on process and requirements. (ADDED) 1

		23						Real Estate obstacles late in process

		24						 Delays with legal reviews.

		25						Operating restrictions prohibited work being done timely. 

		26						 Too much time spent trying to design in the middle of the process.

		28						Not enough involvement by RM OC early on to help with planning. 

		29						 Environmental requirements, particularly SHPO caused delay. 

		30						Real Estate acquisitions – NFS need to have RE acquired now to meet timelines of execution and expectations.  Need to reconcile our Take Letter timelines, but also need NFS to be able and willing to lean forward on the acquisition process.

		31						Delays in Office of Counsel sign off.  Too risk adverse

		32						Delays in seeking new designs and not willing to use what might be “good enough” from another project. 

		33						Sufficient data was not obtained in a timely manner to make decisions - like geotechnical information

		34						Lack of alignment with the study sponsor on the scope of the study.  

		35						Study is not an appropriate fit within our mission areas and authorities and there is uncertainty on level of Federal interest.

		36						Didn’t plan for contracting needs to understand obstacles, what is needed, and end state.  1





Top 5s

		TALLY		District/Division Processes		HQ Processes		Scheduling		Contracting		Staffing		Cultural/leadership/communication		Team Organization		External Factors

				 DECISION MAKING - Lack of "escalation" matrix for decisions - how long someone has to resolve an issue before it is escalated to the next level to be resolved (and the next, etc.) 1111		 Lack of Vertical team alignment on scope and inability to resolve policy issues in a timely manner, so lack of direction and clarity on how to proceed persists. 1		EARLY SCHEDULING - Didn’t establish all-hands-on deck, multi-discipline teams of SMEs, up front to scope out projects and develop risk registers that identified potential pitfalls and how to avoid them. 11		REGIONAL TOOLS / CAPACITY - Didn’t work on getting additional IDIQ AE contracts on board in anticipation of the additional funding arriving. 1		STAFFING - Didn’t aggressively fill all vacant slots in the IMD to capitalize on in-house labor. 1		PRIORTIZATION - Lack of urgency for the projects (based on experience) - people saw it as "business as usual". 1		PDT MEMBERS - Didn’t allocate key PM’s / Lead Engineers / Lead Planners to focus on specific projects and not spread them too thin. 1		Contractors not available (too much similar work planned?)  11

				Decisions weren’t made at the right time or by the right person. 1				Didn’t make a concerted effort, up front, to schedule attainable milestones and stagger projects so that there weren’t traffic jams, in specific disciplines, in the study / design / review process.  111		Districts felt the need to keep work in-house instead of reaching out to private sector for support - may need to dictate contracting goals for design. 1		Not enough Personnel to manage and staff PDTs and take on new projects and studies. (Added staff Bottlenecks.lack or priorities). 11		Resource Competition between AJP projects and "regular" funded projects.  What is the priority when everything is the priority?  Also, is leadership communicating the priority?  It doesn't feel good if your project is not #1, but every project cannot be #1. 11111		Don’t have the right PDT members - Inefficient use of Regional workforce, some staff not available in timely manner, not looking outside SPD for additional resources, trying to keep work for ourselves and not sharing at enterprise level. 1

				Districts did not reach out to counterparts in other Regions who had previous experience with something to see where the pitfalls were - need to establish networks where information can be shared, or forums where lessons learned can be discussed.  1				Teams did not work together to establish realistic schedules - people made assumptions without understanding the full timeline for things. 1 1				District level enterprises not structured to support a shot in the arm (think: support orgs are already spread thin too, not just PMs and planners and engineers.  Counsel, RM [cost share records; receipt of NFS funding; etc.], Real Estate, Safety.  1		Too many commitments – Many projects within several programs (i.e., appropriations/authority types). High skill at identified the need/problem, but low awareness to organizing and implementing. 1

				Decision making authorities were not documented and understood.  We asked for delegated authority and didn’t ensure those with the authority had the proper training and knowledge to make the decisions and understand impacts and unintended consequences.  11				 REAL ESTATE - Sufficient data was not obtained in a timely manner to make decisions -  Utilities, status of LERRDs 11				 Resource Challenges – don’t have required resources up front to hit the ground running. 1		USACE not willing to waive processes or accept risks.  11

								ENVIRONMENTAL  - Lack of understanding of environmental windows, and what's truly on the critical path that could be affected by that. 1				Lack of resources to staff PDTs particularly not enough planners, engineers, water managers.  1		Competing priorities.  1

								Baselines in general are not well documented or understood.  Basis for Change Management but without good baselines teams cannot identify the onset of change or how decisions can lead to project cost and schedule growth.  1						Lack of clear direction on process and requirements. (ADDED) 1

								Projects weren’t shovel ready.   11







Prob_Solutions

		Themes		Scheduling		Priorities		Decision Making		Staffing/Resources

		Problem Statements 		Baselines schedules and risk registers were not sufficiently developed or understood by the PDT or stakeholders and as a result schedules were unrealistic.		Priorities were never set and communicated before we gave commitments thus priorities were not properly resourced and consequences to other projects/mission areas were not understood or mitigated. 		Decision Makers at appropriate levels (to include PDTs through leadership at district, division, and HQ) were not identified nor did they understand their authority, timelines, information/risk thresholds, and didn’t escalate when appropriate. 		Districts did not use all available means (people, tools, products, processes) to incorporate unconventional resources to execute mission or properly staff PDTs with trained staff, i.e., districts did not use rehired annuitants, local sponsor work-in-kind, term positions; districts failed to aggressively fill IMD slots; districts/division did not seek regionalization.

		Solutions		Set aside specific time up front with knowledgeable Sr. Staff to develop schedules and risk registers for each project. The Sr. Staff need to know, pre-infrastructure bill, workload in their Branch / Division and take those into account in the planning process. They also need to look at all the proposed work for their District / SPD and take all the different project schedules into consideration at the same time to avoid traffic jams within specific disciplines. The schedules and risk registers need to be disseminated to the Local Sponsors and everyone working on the project both up front and if any revisions / additions are made to them. The team should probably go over the schedule and risk register early and often as a group to make sure the entire PDT is aware instead of just assuming they got and read their email.		DPM’s and PPMD in general need to set initial priorities up front so that they can be taken into consideration by the Sr. Staff identified in #1 when laying out schedules for all the upcoming work. When some projects are lower in priority, the difficult conversations need to happen with the local sponsors up front so they understand that their project will be delayed. It is difficult, but strategic decisions need to be made. If later their project moves up in priority, it will be good news instead of bad news later.		Set up a decision matrix that clearly identifies who (positions, not people) have authority to make specific types of decisions that also establishes/mandates timelines for specific decisions to be made. 		Leadership needs to approve and encourage Districts to fill all IMD slots now. Bring in rehired annuitants early to be part of the team identified in #1 to help set up the program. Identify capacity on existing contracts within the Division and start working now to get new IDIQ and other contracts set up, so they are available when needed. Coordinate with Local Sponsors early to see what capabilities they have to perform WIK. Have all Sections do WLWF evaluations now so we can see who could take on more work across the Division. This will help identify bottle necks early and we can strategically recruit or get contractors on board to eliminate the bottle necks.

				Establish requirement to hold “whole PDT” summit/meeting to go through the schedule.  This summit should include reviewing the Risk Register and developing it into an “Implementation” Risk Register.		Senior Leaders need to set an initial priority and revisit during each R3 meeting.  Once set / revised, it needs to be sent out to Commanders/DPMs and then they need to communicate to the workforce (including Section / Branch Chiefs).  Section Chiefs need to ensure appropriate priority is placed on the projects.		SPD needs to work now to develop guidance on decision thresholds.  These can be scalable based on project size, expertise of PDT, etc.		Establish “blanket” job announcements now that can be filled quickly.

				Reach out to schedule SMEs to engage in schedule evaluation during the summit.		District and Division conduct tiered priority analysis across the portfolio, determine priorities and communicate expectations to everyone involved.  		Each Project PMP and Decision Log needs to include the information on the decision levels for the project.  		Educate supervisors on Direct Hire authorities that can be used for this purpose.

				Hold initial meeting to include NFS to asses staff capacity and schedule viability and other resources needed. Include feedback loop for vertical buy in if developed schedules do not meet initial requirements. 		Regional Leadership needs to identify priorities and what (projects, programs) will be deferred or fail first.  Report on priorities at RGM and ensure coordination 		Projects need to establish Decision Logs (if not already done)		Provide flexibility on direct charge rates for the Districts to hire in advance.

				Ensure experienced PDT and stakeholders work together to create a realistic schedule  identifying risks that are measured and controlled. 		Identify a PDT to receive a SitRep on each district to see which projects/missions are high risk and cannot be interrupted.  Commitments should be discussed with the district identified to take on the project.		Identify "owner" at PDT level who has authority to arbitrate and make task level decisions at lowest level.  This "owner" is accountable for diffusing conflict and driving the PDT to make decisions or make recommendations to higher authority to elevate contentious decisions.  Ensure everyone up the chain knows who this "owner" is and empowers them.  		Districts must create PDTs by identifying putting people together with the right skill set. The Chiefs must identify the best people to assist on the projects and not just who is available. 

				Create a cadre of multidisciplinary team members to help create the baseline schedules at the start of the study. Develop risk registers and walk through them like a cost and schedule risk analysis exercise so everyone understands how to use risk registers appropriately.  Have Walla Walla help. 		Districts establish priorities at workload summit and communicate out to PDTs. Develop mitigation strategies for other projects that are negatively impacted and share workload regionally and nationally .		Establish a Tiger Team to develop guidance where shortcuts and elimination of process is acceptable based on size of project or program. Develop decision matrix/log and identify where risk registers may not be needed.  		Identify early which districts can work together as a teaming effort and discuss missions/tasks for the district the mission is one.  You could have 2 districts acting as 1 specialized pet that is highly skilled and proficient. 

								Projects need one consistent voice/advocate to bring up the issues without concern for reprisal.  Advocate, working within chain of command bring up the issues and follow them to conclusion. 		Develop database of people and connect on MS Teams to across district and division boundaries.  Borrow shamelessly from other studies and share lessons learned with others.  Use private sector tools to work collaboratively like a database which documents and highlights who has the action. 

								Ensure you have the right people on teams from each level actively participating and understanding how to identify an issue that can be resolved and know when to escalate an issued by choosing those with experience. 		Establish Tiger Team to look at staffing and resources needed to execute normal workload and AJP work including where AE contracts should be utilized; analyze compatibility and knowledge set within region particularly SPB staff. 

								Seek HQ approval to let MSC control the entirety of the process from start to finish. 		Include hiring goals in DPMAP Performance Plans. 

















Prob_Solutions (2)

		Themes		Scheduling - Baseline Schedules		Priorities		Decision Making		Staffing/Resources

		Problem Statements 		Baselines schedules and risk registers were not sufficiently developed or understood by the PDT or stakeholders and did not include contingencies for scope changes.  As a result schedules were unrealistic.		Priorities were never set and communicated before we gave commitments thus priorities were not properly resourced and consequences to other projects/mission areas were not understood or mitigated. 		Decision Makers at appropriate levels (to include PDTs through leadership at district, division, and HQ) were not identified nor did they understand their authority, timelines, information/risk thresholds, and didn’t escalate when appropriate. 		Districts did not use all available means (people, tools, products, processes) to incorporate unconventional resources to execute mission or properly staff PDTs with trained staff, i.e., districts did not use rehired annuitants, local sponsor work-in-kind, term positions; districts failed to aggressively fill IMD slots; districts/division did not seek regionalization.

		Solutions		Set aside specific time up front with knowledgeable Sr. Staff to develop schedules and risk registers for each project. The Sr. Staff need to know, pre-infrastructure bill, workload in their Branch / Division and take those into account in the planning process. They also need to look at all the proposed work for their District / SPD and take all the different project schedules into consideration at the same time to avoid traffic jams within specific disciplines. The schedules and risk registers need to be disseminated to the Local Sponsors and everyone working on the project both up front and if any revisions / additions are made to them. The team should probably go over the schedule and risk register early and often as a group to make sure the entire PDT is aware instead of just assuming they got and read their email.		DPM’s and PPMD in general need to set initial priorities up front so that they can be taken into consideration by the Sr. Staff identified in #1 when laying out schedules for all the upcoming work. When some projects are lower in priority, the difficult conversations need to happen with the local sponsors up front so they understand that their project will be delayed. It is difficult, but strategic decisions need to be made. If later their project moves up in priority, it will be good news instead of bad news later.		Develop decision matrix that clearly identifies who (positions, not people) have authority to make specific types of decisions that also establishes/mandates timelines for specific decisions to be made. 		Leadership needs to approve and encourage Districts to fill all IMD slots now. Bring in rehired annuitants early to be part of the team identified in #1 to help set up the program. Identify capacity on existing contracts within the Division and start working now to get new IDIQ and other contracts set up, so they are available when needed. Coordinate with Local Sponsors early to see what capabilities they have to perform WIK. Have all Sections do WLWF evaluations now so we can see who could take on more work across the Division. This will help identify bottle necks early and we can strategically recruit or get contractors on board to eliminate the bottle necks.

				Establish requirement to hold “whole PDT” summit/meeting to go through the schedule.  This summit should include reviewing the Risk Register and developing it into an “Implementation” Risk Register.		Senior Leaders need to set an initial priority and revisit during each R3 meeting.  Once set / revised, it needs to be sent out to Commanders/DPMs and then they need to communicate to the workforce (including Section / Branch Chiefs).  Section Chiefs need to ensure appropriate priority is placed on the projects.		Develop decision escalation matrix/guidance on decision making thresholds and timeframes.  These can be scalable based on project size, expertise of PDT, level of scope changes, etc.		Establish “blanket” job announcements now that can be filled quickly.

				Reach out to schedule SMEs to engage in schedule evaluation during the summit.		District and Division conduct tiered priority analysis across the portfolio, determine priorities and communicate expectations to everyone involved.  		Each Project PMP and Decision Log needs to include the information on the decision levels for the project.  		Educate supervisors on Direct Hire authorities that can be used for this purpose.

				Hold initial meeting to include SMEs, senior experienced staff, all support functions, and NFS (where applicable) to assess staff capacity, schedule viability, and other resources needed.  Provide PDBP refresher. Develop risk register to address assumptions, needs, potential scope changes, etc. Include feedback loop for vertical buy in if developed schedules do not meet initial requirements.		Regional Leadership needs to identify priorities and what (projects, programs) will be deferred or fail first.  Report on priorities at RGM and ensure coordination 		Projects need to establish Decision Logs (if not already done)		Provide flexibility on direct charge rates for the Districts to hire in advance.

				Ensure experienced PDT and stakeholders work together to create a realistic schedule  identifying risks that are measured and controlled. 		Identify a PDT to receive a SitRep on each district to see which projects/missions are high risk and cannot be interrupted.  Commitments should be discussed with the district identified to take on the project.		Establish and Identify PM as authority to arbitrate and make task level decisions at lowest level.  PM is accountable for diffusing conflict among technical leads and driving the PDT to make decisions or make recommendations to higher authority to elevate contentious decisions.  The right PM must be assigned to lead the PDT and PM is given authority along with responsibility and empowered by everyone up the chain knows and empowers PM.  		Districts must create PDTs by identifying putting people together with the right skill set. The Chiefs must identify the best people to assist on the projects and not just who is available. 

				Create a cadre of multidisciplinary team members to help create the baseline schedules at the start of the study. Develop risk registers and walk through them like a cost and schedule risk analysis exercise so everyone understands how to use risk registers appropriately.  Have Walla Walla help. 		Districts establish priorities at workload summit and communicate out to PDTs. Develop mitigation strategies for other projects that are negatively impacted and share workload regionally and nationally .		Establish Tiger Team to review processes and develop guidance where efficiencies can be gained and are acceptable based on size of project or program including identifying where risk registers aren't needed.  		Identify early which districts can work together as a teaming effort and discuss missions/tasks for the district the mission is one.  You could have 2 districts acting as 1 specialized pet that is highly skilled and proficient. 

								Projects need one consistent voice/advocate to bring up the issues without concern for reprisal.  Advocate, working within chain of command bring up the issues and follow them to conclusion. 		Develop database of people and connect on MS Teams to across district and division boundaries.  Borrow shamelessly from other studies and share lessons learned with others.  Use private sector tools to work collaboratively like a database which documents and highlights who has the action. 

								Ensure you have the right people on teams from each level actively participating and understanding how to identify an issue that can be resolved and know when to escalate an issued by choosing those with experience. 		Establish Tiger Team to look at staffing and resources needed to execute normal workload and AJP work including where AE contracts should be utilized; analyze compatibility and develop database of staff and knowledge set within region including SPB staff. 

								Seek HQ approval to let MSC control the entirety of the process from start to finish. 		SUGGESTION TO DELETE - Include hiring goals in DPMAP Performance Plans. 

















Final

		Themes		Scheduling - Baseline Schedules		Priorities		Decision Making		Staffing/Resources

		Problem Statements 		Baselines schedules and risk registers were not sufficiently developed or understood by the PDT or stakeholders and did not include contingencies for scope changes.  As a result schedules were unrealistic.		Priorities were never set and communicated before we gave commitments thus priorities were not properly resourced and consequences to other projects/mission areas were not understood or mitigated. 		Decision Makers at appropriate levels (to include PDTs through leadership at district, division, and HQ) were not identified nor did they understand their authority, timelines, information/risk thresholds, and didn’t escalate when appropriate. 		Districts did not use all available means (people, tools, products, processes) to incorporate unconventional resources to execute mission or properly staff PDTs with trained staff, i.e., districts did not use rehired annuitants, local sponsor work-in-kind, term positions; districts failed to aggressively fill IMD slots; districts/division did not seek regionalization.

		Solutions		Set aside specific time up front with knowledgeable Sr. Staff to develop schedules and risk registers for each project. The Sr. Staff need to know, pre-infrastructure bill, workload in their Branch / Division and take those into account in the planning process. They also need to look at all the proposed work for their District / SPD and take all the different project schedules into consideration at the same time to avoid traffic jams within specific disciplines. The schedules and risk registers need to be disseminated to the Local Sponsors and everyone working on the project both up front and if any revisions / additions are made to them. The team should probably go over the schedule and risk register early and often as a group to make sure the entire PDT is aware instead of just assuming they got and read their email.		DPM’s and PPMD in general need to set initial priorities up front so that they can be taken into consideration by the Sr. Staff identified in #1 when laying out schedules for all the upcoming work. When some projects are lower in priority, the difficult conversations need to happen with the local sponsors up front so they understand that their project will be delayed. It is difficult, but strategic decisions need to be made. If later their project moves up in priority, it will be good news instead of bad news later.		Develop decision matrix that clearly identifies who (positions, not people) have authority to make specific types of decisions that also establishes/mandates timelines for specific decisions to be made. 		Leadership needs to approve and encourage Districts to fill all IMD slots now. Bring in rehired annuitants early to be part of the team identified in #1 to help set up the program. Identify capacity on existing contracts within the Division and start working now to get new IDIQ and other contracts set up, so they are available when needed. Coordinate with Local Sponsors early to see what capabilities they have to perform WIK. Have all Sections do WLWF evaluations now so we can see who could take on more work across the Division. This will help identify bottle necks early and we can strategically recruit or get contractors on board to eliminate the bottle necks.

				Hold initial meeting to include SMEs, senior experienced staff, all support functions, and NFS (where applicable) to assess staff capacity, schedule viability, and other resources needed.  Provide PDBP refresher. Develop risk register to address assumptions, needs, potential scope changes, etc. Include feedback loop for vertical buy in if developed schedules do not meet initial requirements.		District and Division conduct tiered priority analysis across the portfolio, determine priorities and communicate expectations to everyone involved.  		Develop decision escalation matrix/guidance on decision making thresholds and timeframes.  These can be scalable based on project size, expertise of PDT, level of scope changes, etc.		Provide flexibility on direct charge rates for the Districts to hire in advance.

				Reach out to schedule SMEs to engage in schedule evaluation during the summit.				Each Project PMP and Decision Log needs to include the information on the decision levels for the project.  		Educate supervisors on Direct Hire authorities that can be used for this purpose.

						Regional Leadership needs to identify priorities and what (projects, programs) will be deferred or fail first.  Report on priorities at RGM and ensure coordination 		Projects need to establish Decision Logs (if not already done)

								Establish and Identify PM as authority to arbitrate and make task level decisions at lowest level.  PM is accountable for diffusing conflict among technical leads and driving the PDT to make decisions or make recommendations to higher authority to elevate contentious decisions.  The right PM must be assigned to lead the PDT and PM is given authority along with responsibility and empowered by everyone up the chain knows and empowers PM.  		Establish Tiger Team to look at staffing and resources needed to execute normal workload and AJP work including where AE contracts should be utilized; analyze compatibility and develop database of staff and knowledge set within region including SPB staff. 

								Establish Tiger Team to review processes and develop guidance where efficiencies can be gained and are acceptable based on size of project or program including identifying where risk registers aren't needed.  

								Seek HQ approval to let MSC control the entirety of the process from start to finish. 
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EXTERNAL FACTORS
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 Shortage of contractors
 Inflation, cost of materials
 Non-federal sponsor inability to pay
 Natural disasters
 USACE Headquarters Processes
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QUESTIONS??

Tony Kirk
Operations & Regulatory Chief
Northwestern Division 
Tony.r.kirk@usace.army.mil
541-399-3921

Tori White
Operations & Regulatory Chief
South Pacific Division
Tori.k.white@usace.army.mil
415-416-0329
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